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Abstract: A comprehensive theory is presented concerning derivations of scalar and vector-valued 
forms along the projection ?r : IR x TM -* Ilk x M. It is the continuation of previous work on 
derivations of forms along the tangent bundle projection and is prompted by the need for a 
scheme which is adapted to the study of t&e-dependent second-order equations. The overall 
structure of the theory closely follows the pattern of t,his preceding work, but there are many 
features which are certainly not trivial transcripts of the time-independent situation. As before, 
a crucial ingredient in the classification of derivations is a non-linear connection on the bundle 
A. In the presence of a given second-order system, such a connection is canonically defined and 
gives rise to two important operations: the dynamical covariant derivative, which is a derivation 
of degree 0, and the Jacobi endomorphism, which is a type (1,1) tensor field along A. The theory 
is developed in such a way that all results readily apply to the more general situation of a bundle 
r : J’E -+ E, where E is fibred over Iw, but need not be the trivial fibration Iw x M -+ Iw. 
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1. Introduction 
In [9] and [lo] Martinez, Carifiena and Sarlet presented a comprehensive theory 
of derivations of forms along the tangent bundle projection T : TM --f M. One of 
the main motivations for this theory was to develop a calculus in which important 
concepts for the study of second-order differential equation fields (SODE) make their 
appearance in a most economical way, giving rise to formulas which stay close to 
analytical computations and yet give such computations a coordinate free backing. In 
the more traditional geometric approach to the study of a SODE, where tangent bundle 
geometry is the key issue, these concepts tend to be interpreted by tensorial objects o-f 
which half of the components are to some extent redundant. This is particularly evident, 
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in Sarlet’s study of special forms and tensors associated to a SODE [14], which was the 
direct inducement for the work of Martinez et al. Another incentive for this work is the 
fact that important tensorial objects on TM are often scalar or vertical-vector-valued 
semi-basic forms (see e.g. [2,8]) and these can be put in direct correspondence with 
tensor fields along r. 
Two major applications of the calculus along T have been developed so far. The first 
concerns a constructive characterization, mostly in terms of algebraic conditions, of 
systems of autonomous second-order equations which can be completely decoupled [ 111. 
This application in itself calls for a generalization which can cover the situation of time- 
dependent systems. Obviously, one then wants to allow coordinate transformations, 
which realize the full separation, to depend on time as well. A second area where 
elements of the new calculus have proved to be highly efficient is the inverse problem of 
Lagrangian mechanics. It was already shown in [l] and [lo] that the so-called Helmholtz 
conditions which characterize this inverse problem can be formulated in a very succinct 
way by means of properties of a metric tensor field along 7. More importantly, it has 
recently been shown [4] that the new approach also paves the way for solving the inverse 
problem, giving a geometrical content to the rather tricky analytical solution, presented 
by Douglas [6] for the case of two degrees of freedom. This recent development is in 
fact presented in a time-dependent setup and thus anticipates part of the results of the 
present paper. 
The aim of this paper is to cover most of the results of [9] and [lo] for a time- 
dependent framework. The type of space which is usually taken to carry a description 
of time-dependent second-order equations is the manifold R x TM (see e.g. [3]) and 
it is then natural to let the projection ?r : R x TM + IR x M take over the role of 
r : TM --+ A4 for the autonomous situation. That is what we will do indeed, but 
not without some precautions. The manifold iR x TM can be identified in a natural 
way with the jet space J’(JR,M) (see e.g. [16]). S ucr an identification, however, is 1 
not entirely harmless. Once the space J’(IR, M) has been endowed with the product 
structure coming from IRxTM, objects are tensorially well defined when they behave the 
way they should under coordinate transformations which respect the product structure 
(i.e. do not mix time and position variables). Thinking of the jet bundle structure, 
however, one is tempted to allow for time-dependent coordinate transformations as 
well and, as already indicated above, this is a necessity for certain applications. Not 
all tensor fields, well defined on R x TM, transform covariantly under time-dependent 
coordinate transformations! Typical examples of dangerous objects in this respect are 
the vector field a/& and the dilation or Liouville vector field. 
In view of what precedes, one of our principal guidelines will be to develop the 
calculus along x in such a way that time-dependent coordinate transformations cause 
no surprises. In other words, relying on the product structure of R x TM and IIR x M 
has to be avoided and as an interesting byproduct of this attitude all formulas will in 
fact remain perfectly valid in a more general setup, where R x M is replaced by an 
arbitrary fibre bundle E + R and A is the projection K : J’ E + E. This guideline in 
itself does not preclude that there is no unique, natural way of extending the theory 
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for the autonomous situation. At several stages of conceiving the basic ingredients for 
the classification of derivations, one has to make a choice and this may of course be a 
matter of personal preference. Generally speaking, the choices we make will be dictated 
by the wish to keep the structure of all formulas as closely as possible related to the 
autonomous case. We will briefly comment on alternative approaches along the way. 
The scheme of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains generalities about the 
structure of tensor fields along 7r : R x TM + R x M and the selection of a canonically 
defined ‘vertical exterior derivative’. The classification of derivations of scalar forms 
along K is discussed in Section 3 and requires introducing a connection. The extension 
to vector-valued forms in Section 4 will lead us to the important vertical and horizontal 
covariant derivatives. Torsion and curvature of the connection are among the various 
concepts and properties that will come out of the study of commutators in Section 5. 
A digression on horizontal and vertical lifts in Section 6 will provide the necessary 
link with the traditional calculus on R x TM. Section 7 focusses on the case where the 
connection is coming from a given SODE. With regard to applications, this is the most 
important part of the paper. It highlights, in particular, the concepts of dynamical 
covariant derivative V and Jacobi endomorphism a. The final section contains some 
immediate applications and comments on future developments. 
2. Tensor fields along 7r : IR x TM - R x M and the vertical exterior derivative 
For general aspects of sections along a map and derivations we refer to [9]. Vector 
fields along r are sections of the pull back bundle r*(T(R x M)) over IR x TM. The 
set of vector fields along ‘IT, which is a module over Cm(IR x TM), is denoted by 
X(n). Similarly, A(r) will d enote the graded algebra of scalar forms along r and 
v(r) stands for the A( )- d 1 f t - 1 1 f 7r mo u e o vet or va uec orms along K. Obviously, we have 
A”(r) E Cm(R x TM) and V”(x) G X(r). Elements of X(IR x M) or A(Iw x M), 
which through composition with A can be regarded as belonging to X(r) (respectively 
A(r)), will be called basic vector fields (respectively basic forms). In coordinates, a 
tensor field along 7r is made up of tensor products of basic l-forms and vector fields, 
with coefficients in Cm(R x TM). 
As is well known, J’(R, M) can be identified with the submanifold of T(R x M) 
consisting of tangent vectors with time-component 1. The corresponding natural injec- 
t ion defines the canonical vector field along a, denoted by T. Its coordinate expression 
is given by 
a d 
T=~+V@$. (1) 
One of the important features of T is that it preserves its form under time-dependent 
coordinate trunsformutions, by which we mean transformations of the form t’ = t, 
q’ = q’(q, t), with the induced affine transformation v’~ = (i3q’i/dqj)vj + (i9q’i/&) for 
the fibre coordinates of the fibration ?r. For this reason, for a local representation of 
elements of X(A), preference is given to the local basis {T, a/aqi} over the coordinate 
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basis {a/c%, a/13qi}. Correspondingly, forms along r are best expressed in terms of the 
dual basis of A’(R), consisting of dt and the contact forms oi = dqi - vui dt. 
We write X(r) for the set of equivalence classes of vector fields along 7r, modulo T or, 
equivalently, the subset of X( ) r consisting of elements x with the property iXdt = 0. 
Similarly, we set v(n) = {t E V(r) 1 ii;dt = 0}, where in, a derivation of A(n), is 
defined as in the standard calculus (see e.g. [7] or [9]). Every L E V(n) has a natural 
decomposition of the form 
L=L”@T+E, (2) 
where Lo = iL dt and consequently L E v(r). In particular, the identity tensor field 
I E Vl(?r) can be written as 
We now come to the construction of a canonically defined vertica2 ezterior derivative 
d” on A(r)_ Recall that Iw x TM carries a canonically defined type (1,1) tensor field 
S (cf. [3]), h h w ic in coordinates has the form 
As discussed e.g. by Vondra [17], th ere are in fact 4 natural endomorphisms of vector 
fields on Iw x TM. Other constructions, however, make use of d/at or the dilation field 
w6 d/d& and as such rely on the product structure of the manifold and its base. We 
here encounter a first element of choice for the development of our theory and the 
selection of S, of course, is in agreement with the motivations expressed in Section 1. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between A(r) and the set of semi-basic forms 
on Iw x TM. The derivation ds = [is,d] of A(IK x TM) maps semi-basic forms into 
semi-basic forms and thus carries over to a derivation of A(r), denoted by d”. To 
see the meaning of d” in a more direct way, observe first that there is a vertical lift 
construction on X(K), which provides a bijection between x(r) and the set of vertical 
vector fields on Iw x TM. One way of defining this vertical lift goes as follows. First, 
for basic vector fields X, we set X” = S(X(‘)), w h ere X(‘) denotes the prolongation 
of X. We then extend the definition to the whole of S(r) by linearity. If, for once, a 
general X E X( ) A is written in the coordinate basis as X = X0 B/dt + Xia/dqi, then 
x” = (Xi - w’XO)~. (5) 
It is clear that TV = 0 and that conversely, therefore, every vertical vector field on 
Iw x TM corresponds to a unique element of <T(K). As in [9], it is easy to argue that 
every derivation of A ( K is completely determined by its action on functions and basic l- ) 
forms. This way, d” can be defined directly by the rule: VF E C”(RxTM), X E X(K), 
d”F(X) = X”(F), 
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plus the requirement that d” vanishes on basic l-forms. For practical purposes, the 
result is that: 
d”F = (lW’/dvi)6+, d” (dt) = 0, d”0” = dt A lli. (7) 
It is easy to verify, using (7), that 
d”od” =dt/\d”. (8) 
That d” o d” # 0 should not come as a surprise: it is a reflection of the fact that 
the Nijenhuis tensor of 5’ is not zero. If, for L E V(A), d: denotes the commutator 
[in, d”], we have that d” = dy and learn more about the structure of d” through the 
decomposition (3) of I. It is clear that d&T vanishes on functions, i.e. is a derivation 
of type i, and accordingly (cf. [9]) must be representable in the form in for some 
L’ E V2(r). From the action on dt and Bi, it is easily seen that the L in question is 
dt A 1. Hence, we have 
d” = i&r\1 + d;. 
Comparison with (7) shows that 
d;F = d”F, d;(dt) = 0, d;t+ = 0, (10) 
from which it follows that dr o di = 0. Again, a few comments are in order concerning 
alternative ways of selecting a type of exterior derivative which will afterall have an 
effect on the classification of all derivations. It is clear that d; has nicer properties than 
d”; it behaves very much like the vertical exterior derivative of the autonomous theory, 
with parametric dependence on the variable t, and as such also has trivial cohomology. 
We have nevertheless not chosen for d; as fundamental derivative, because we preferred 
the d” to be modeled (as in [9]) on some ds on R x TM; the feeling is that somehow 
d” comes first and dy is derived from it subsequently. A result of our choice is that we 
will encounter some more inconveniences like (8), but it will also turn out that most 
of the interesting commutator relations in the end follow the same pattern as in the 
autonomous case. Needless to say, the selection of d” as fundamental vertical exterior 
derivative does not preclude that d; will play a prominent role in applications. The 
zero cohomology of d; can be translated to an interesting property of d” as well. To 
see this, one has to take into account the following decomposition of a general form 
LU‘ E //(?r): setting 2 = iTW, we have 
w=LZ,+dtAcj, (11) 
which defines 5 in such a way that i+ = 0. 
Proposition 2.1. For w E I\‘(x), d” w = 0 is equivalent to the existence of a f3 C! 
Ap-+), such that w = d”/? + dt A /3. 
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Proof. If w = d”P + dt A /3, the property d”w = 0 trivially follows from (8). For the 
converse, using the decompositions (9) and (1 l), we first observe that 
i&,‘& = dt A ilw = pdt A 5, (12) 
d;w = d;L;) - dt A d;Lj. (13) 
It follows that d”w = 0 is equivalent to dfvG = 0 and d;Lj = p5. The first of these 
implies that L;, = dfvp, for some j E A”-‘(7r) with i& = 0, and the second condition 
subsequently implies: & = pp + dF&, for some 6 E Ap-2(r) with iT& = 0. Putting w 
back together, we find that 
w = d;$ + dt A (pfi + d;&). 
Setting finally /3 = a - dt A ii and using the general rules (12) and (13), we obtain 
d”P = dr”p + (p - 1)dt A j + dt A d;d = w - dt A j = w - dt A p, 
which is the desired result. Cl 
Going back to the decomposition (9) of d”, we will now introduce the terminology 
of dy-derivations in such a way that it applies to the main part d; rather than to the 
full d”. 
Definition 2.2. A derivation of A(r) of type d: is a derivation of the form dl, with 
iLdt = 0. 
Computing the commutator [d;, d”], with L E v’(r) say, one easily finds, using (8), 
that D = d: has the property 
[D, d”] + (-1)‘dt A D = 0. (14) 
Further obvious properties of a derivation of type dr are that it vanishes on basic func- 
tions and on dt. We want to show that these three properties completely characterize 
derivations of type d, . ” To that end, observe first that for a basic l-form Q, we have 
d”&==-&dt, Q E A1(R x M). (15) 
This is, for example, easy to verify in coordinates. Using (15), it follows from (14) that 
for a basic l-form a, 
Da = D& A dt + &D(dt) + (-l)‘(d” - dtA)D& = 6D(dt) + (-l)‘d”Dc&l6) 
In .other words, a derivation with property (14) is completely determined by its action 
on functions and on dt. 
Proposition 2.3. A derivation D of A(n), of d g e ree r, is of type dr if and only if it 
vanishes on basic junctions and on dt and has the property ( 14). 
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Proof. It remains to be shown that a D with such properties is of the form d1, with 
L E V(x). To this end, given D we construct a derivation D’ of degree T - 1 by the 
requirements: D’F = 0 for all functions F, D’a = Dci: for basic l-forms o. Since D’ is of 
type i,, it is of the form in and since D’(dt) = 0 we will actually have L E VT(r). The 
claim now is that the original D is d,. ” Following the above remark, both derivations are 
completely determined by their action on functions. They trivially coincide on basic 
functions, so that it remains to compare their action on fibre linear functions of the 
form &, with o E f\‘(R x M). We have 
d;& = iL(a - &dt) = iLcr = D’cr = DG, 
which concludes the proof. Cl 
Proposition 2.4. Every detivation D of A(n), vanishing on basic functions, hus 
a unique decomposition into the sum of a derivation of type i, and a derivation of 
type dy. 
Proof. From the given D, of degree r say, we construct a derivation Dz by the fol- 
lowing requirements: DaF = DF on functions, whereas on basic l-forms o, inspired 
by (16), we impose: 
Dza = (-l)‘d”D&. 
By construction, 02 vanishes on basic functions and on dt. In view of the link between 
(14) and (16), 02 further has the property (14) for its action on functions. We check 
that (14) also holds on basic l-forms o: 
[Dz,dV]cu + (-l)Tdt A Dza = -(-l)‘dVDzcr + (-l)‘dt A Dz~ 
= - d”d” 06 + dt A d”D& = 0. 
It follows that 02 is of type dy. The difference D1 = D - Dz vanishes on functions 
and therefore is of type i,. It is easy to see that this decomposition is unique. •i 
As in [9] it appears that the full characterization and classification of derivations of 
A(r) requires some extra input, for the description of what happens with functions on 
the base manifold JR x M. Before going into that in the uext section, it is worthwhile 
pointing out again some pecularities about our notion of d:-derivations. Note, for ex- 
ample, that d” itself is not a derivation of type d 
derivations of type d,V do not commute with 
y, but dy is! Also, as is seen from ( 14’), 
d”, nor do they commute with d!‘. These 
features may look unpleasant if one has the standard Frolicher-Nijenhuis ca culus I in 
mind, but are not too difficult to live with once one is aware of them. 
3. Classification of derivations of A(X) 
From now on, we assume to have a connection on the bundle ?r at our disposal, i.e., 
a splitting of the sequence 
0 --+ Vert (IR x TM) 5 T(R x TM) L x*(T(R x M)) ---) 0, 
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where Vert (RxTM) denotes vertical tangent vectors (over Rx M), i is the inclusion and 
the essential component of j is the projection Tn. With the aid of such a connection we 
have a mechanism for lifting basic vector fields “horizontally” to corresponding vector 
fields on R x TM. We set 
H H 
(17) 
which identifies n(n + 1) so-called connection coefficients I’:, l’i. The horizontal lift 
construction trivially extends to X(n) by linearity. Of particular interest is TH, which 
defines a SODE on Ii3 x TM with the following coordinate espression: 
As in [9], the horizontal exterior derivative dH on A(n) (associated to a given connec- 
tion) is defined by the rule: VF E Cw(R x TM), X E X(n), 
dHF(X) = XH(F), (19) 
plus the requirement that dH coincides with the ordinary exterior derivative on A(R x 
M) for basic forms. For computational purposes, using as before the local basis {dt, f?} 
to describe forms along K, dH is completely determined by: 
dHF = Hj( F)@ + TH( F) dt, (20) 
dH(dt) = 0, dHOi = l?‘,B” A dt. (21) 
Definition 3.1. A derivation of A(r) is said to be of type d,H if it is of the form 
d; = [i~,d~] for some L E V(n). 
A further digression on alternative selections is appropriate here. With the given 
connection comes a horizontal projector PH on X(IR x TM), which in coordinates is 
given by pH = dt@ Ho +dqi@ Hi. This tensor field, however, has a natural decomposition 
in the form 
PH = dt @ TH + PE, Prr = Bi 8 Hi. (22) 
To Pp is associated, what is sometimes called a strong horizontal lift (cf. [5]). Whereas 
our definition of dH is somehow governed by PH, it is conceivable that somebody 
else would introduce two separate derivations at this point, one for each part of the 
decomposition (22). Yet another way of thinking of two separate derivations arises as 
follows. Similar to (9), we have 
dH = d; = dgBT td;, (23) 
whereby the two parts we encounter here a.re not exactly the two separate derivations 
referred to above. It must be said that there are grounds for paying attention to these 
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two parts separately, coming from the jet bundle structure of IR x TM. Indeed, we have 
the chain of inclusions of rings: 
C-(R) c C-(R x M) c C-(R x TM) c A(x), 
which indicates that a possible approach towards the classification of derivations of 
A(r) would attribute a distinct role to properly chosen derivations with respect to (i.e. 
vanishing on) each of the subrings. The derivations in, d; and dy are suitable for such 
a purpose and at the end of such a process one then has to select another derivation 
which is an extension of the exterior derivative on the base R. A possible candidate in 
that respect is dgBT, p articularly since its square is zero. As in the discussions of the 
previous section, our prevailing feelings are that the full dH is somehow born first, that 
other interesting derivations originate from it (e.g. by (23)) and that a classification of 
arbitrary derivations in terms of three components (instead of four) will more closely 
relate to the autonomous theory of [9] and [lo]. 
Theorem 3.2. Every derivation D of /j(n), of d g e ree I’, has a unique decomposition 
in the form 
D = k1 + d;, + dE3, (24) 
with L1 E Vr+l (x), L2 E iqn), L3 E V’(w). 
Proof. For fixed Xl,. . . , X, E x(n) and variable basic functions f, Df( X1, . . . , X,.) 
maps basic functions into functions on Iw x TM while satisfying a Leibnitz-type rule and 
therefore defines an element of X(x). Since the dependence on Xl,. . . , X, is C”‘(R :K 
TM)-multilinear and skew-symmetric, we are actually looking at some L3 E V”(a) 
such that 
J53(&, * * * Y X,)(f) = of(xl, - * * 7 XT>- 
The left-hand side is also df3ff(X1,. . . , , X,). It follows that D - dfa vanishes on basic 
functions, so that Proposition 2.4 immediately yields the desired result. 0 
For computational purposes, if we write a general L E V(K) in the form 
L=L’@T+L’& 
dq’ ’ 
Dt and Dqi determine consecutively L; and Li. Subsequently, (D - d&)(wi) will 
provide us with the forms Li. Finally, the action of D - dz3 - d;, on dt and Bi will 
respectively yield Ly and Li,. 
4. Derivations of vector-valued forms and self-duality 
For extending the action of a derivation 0 to the module of vector-valued forms 
V(x) over the graded ring A(n), it suffices to specify the action on X( 7r) (or in fact 
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on basic vector fields) in a way which is consistent with the already determined action 
on functions. Defining the extension of a commutator of two derivations to be the 
commutator of the extensions, the main issue is to define the action of in, d” and dH 
on V(T). There are different ways of doing this, but what we regard as being the most 
natural procedure goes as follows. As in [9], we define in and d” to vanish on basic 
vector fields, which is justified by the fact that they vanish on basic functions. We thus 
have, 
d”(a/&j) = 0, d”T = 1, (25) 
and exactly the same formulas for di. Next, using the vertical projector Pv = 
&TM - PH, for an arbitrary X E X(A), we define dHX E V’(R) by the following two 
prescriptions: 
t/z E X(n), dHX(Z)” = PV([.c XV]>, (26) 
together with 
idHXdt = dH(iX dt). (27) 
It is easy to verify that this construction makes dHX tensorial indeed and satisfies 
the derivation requirement dH(FX) = dHF @ X + Fd*X, VF E CW(R x TM). An 
important consequence of this extension of dH, following from TV = 0, is that 
d*T = 0, and thus also d;T = 0. (23) 
For coordinate calculations, it is useful to know that 
(29) 
where the two terms in the right-hand side correspond to the decomposition (23) of dH. 
Starting from a general derivation D of V(n), one can consider its restriction to 
A(r) and regard this in turn as a derivation of V(n) again, via the rules of extension 
which have just been adopted. The difference with the original derivation obviously 
vanishes on A(r): it is a derivation of type a, and explicit formulas for the action of 
such derivations have been given in [9]. From Theorem 3.2, following exactly the line 
of proof of the autonomous theory in 
Theorem 4.1. Every derivation D 
the form 
[9], we obtain the following classification result. 
of V(4, of d e 9 ree T, can uniquely be written in 
(30) 
with L1 E Vf+*(n), Lz E V’(T), L3 E I/+), Q E /j’(r) @ V’(n). 
An important class of derivations of degree 0 are the ones that have the property 
D(X, o) = (DX, o) t (X, Da), c-u E //‘(7r),X E x(n) (31) 
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and are said to be self-dual for this reason. In Section 3 of [lo] one can find an extensive 
discussion of self-dual derivations in a way which is valid in a general setting and thus 
directly applies also to the present situation. The most important features for later use 
can be summarized as follows. 
Let d(l) stand for either the vertical or horizontal exterior derivative on V(T). Then, 
with X E X(r), d$’ is not self-dual, so that two self-dual derivations can be constructed 
from it. On the one hand, the restriction of di) to A(r) cau be extended to the whole of 
V(n) by imposing the duality rule (31). This defines a derivation of Lie-derivative type, 
denoted by J$$), g iving rise to a bracket operation on <I’(n), say [X,Y](,) = Li’Y. On 
the other hand, we can start from the restriction of “2’ to ,I’( r) and use (31) again, this 
time to define a new action on /j(r). This defines a derivation ID:‘, depending linearly 
on the argument X and therefore said to be of covariant-derivative type. Clearly, by 
construction, the difference between d’$’ and Ci$ is of type u,, whereas the difference 
between d;’ and D$’ is of type i,. To find the element of V’(K) which will determine 
both difference terms, we can proceed as follows. First, it is easy to verify from th.e 
defining relations that ‘D$‘Y - Db’X - [X, Y](r) is C’O”(iR x TM)-linear in X and Y 
(and obviously skew-symmetric) and this way defines a ‘torsion form’ Td(‘) E V2(.rr). 
It then follows that 
l’;) = d’;’ - aQx, DC’) = &) _ i 
x X 0x7 with Q.y = d(“X + i,yTd(l,. (X!) 
We will learn from the analysis in the next section tha.t the ‘vertical torsion’ is zero, 
while the ‘horizontal torsion’ corresponds exactly to the torsion of the non-linear con- 
uection we started from. To that end, it is useful to know that the characterizing 
property (31) f o a self-dual derivation D, as has been proved in [lo], is equivalent to 
[;O,~L] = iDL, YL E V(7r). ( 3:; ) 
In view of their importance for applications, we list the following coordinate expressions 
for the action of a vertical and horizontal covariant derivative on the local basis of A’(r) 
and A’(T) and on functions F E Cm(W x TM). For 
X=xoT+X”L 
dq’ ’ 
using a notation like r~i as shorthand for dI’:/iG, we have 
V&F = X”(F), D;(d) = 0, D,j;Oi = -Xi&, 
and 
VFF = XH(F), D;(d) = 0, D;T = 0, 
@pi = -[xjri, +xO(r@ + r&p?, 
(36) 
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A special case of interest, certainly, concerns the covariant derivatives with respect to 
the canonical vector field T. Since d+ is zero on functions and on vector fields, we 
have 
‘0; = 0 (37) 
by construction. This is, of course, also clear from (35). ID+ on the other hand is an 
important derivation and will manifest itself more distinctively when we consider the 
connection associated to a SODE. 
As a final remark for this section, note that the action of the vertical and horizontal 
covariant derivative trivially extends to tensor fields of arbitrary type (as is true for 
all self-dual derivations). We can then define operators 2)” and DH, which increase the 
covariant order of a tensor field U along K by 1 and are defined by 
D”U(X, . . .> = V,);U(. .), VHU(X, . . .) = V$!l(. . .). 
5. Commutators 
The computation of commutators of interesting derivations is a rather boring story. 
We will limit ourselves to relations which are essential for introducing geometrical 
concepts such as torsion and curvature, and to identities which are frequently needed 
in applications. 
Before starting, we collect a few simple properties of derivations which are often 
used in the subsequent analysis. For example, it is easy to verify that for arbitrary 
L E V(7r) 
dt A in = i&,L, dt A d: = dltAL, dt A di = d&L. (39) 
Also frequently used are the properties 
and 
iLIiLZa. = GL, ~~0, 
Thinking of a decomposition 
for Q E A’(lR x M), (40) 
for cr E A’(n) or cr E Vl(7r). (41) 
such as (2), one readily deduces from (15) that dLOmT 
is a derivation of type i,. It then follows from (40) that in fact, with Lo E Ae(r), we 
(42) 
One of the main tools in obtaining commutator relations is of course the graded Jacobi 
identity of derivations. The commutator of dH and d” trivially vanishes on basic func- 
tions and on dt. From the Jacobi identity involving another d”, it follows from (8) that 
[dH, d”] has the property (14). A ccording to Proposition 2.3, it is therefore a derivation 
of type dy, which means that there exists a T E V”(R), such that 
[dH, d”] = d; on A(+ (43) 
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The tensor field T is called the torsion of the non-linear connection and is found to 
have the following coordinate expression 
which is in good correspondence with the expression of the torsion in [17]. Comparing 
with the situation in the time-independent framework, we observe that not only do 
contact forms replace the coordinate l-forms dqk and do coefficient functions depend 
on the extra variable t, but there is also an additional term. Despite this fact, when 
one computes the derivation of type a, which may come in when (43) is extended to 
vector-valued forms, one obtains formally the same result as in [lo], namely: 
[dH, dV] = d; - aDVT on V(7r). (45) 
The commutator of dH with a general dr-derivation has a decomposition which will be 
useful below for arriving at further interesting relations. For E E V!(T), one can verify, 
in coordinates for example, that 
[dH, d;l = (-l)‘i,vdHL + dIHE - dfve on A(+ (46) 
Note in passing that dV(e(r)) c a(r) and also dH(B(r)) C V(T), which indicates 
that (46) truly represents a decomposition as guaranteed by Theorem 3.2. From (46) 
with z = 1 and comparison with (43), one can learn that 
dvf = dt A I, or equivalently dVI = 0, 
and more interestingly that 
(47) 
T = d*J = dHdV T. (48) 
Turning next to the commutator of dH with itself, which clearly vanishes on basic: 
functions, we know that 
+[dH,dH] = ip + d; on AW, 
for some P E V3(n), R E v’(n). In fact, it is clear that also ipdt = 0, i.e. P E v”(r). 
To specify P further, the trick is to compute from the above relation d;, using the 
Jacobi identity and property (14) of dh. It follows that 
d; = [dH, d;] + dt A d;, 
which with the aid of (46) shows that 
dVT = 0, dVdHT = 0 
and P = dHT + dt A R. A similar calculation produc.es (always on A(r)) 
d; = [dH, dk] = idVdHR i- diHR - divVR, 
(49) 
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i.e., P = -dvR and 
dHR = 0. (50) 
From a combination of the two expressions for P, we also conclude that 
dHT + dVR + dt A R = 0. (51) 
The tensor field R E v2( ) T re p resents the curvature of the non-linear connection and 
the properties (50) and (51) can be seen as Bianchi identities. Finally, extending the 
action to V(r) again, we will have 
+[dH,dH] = - &VR + dh + URie, (52) 
with Rie E /j”(r) @ I/l(r). 
In coordinates, we have 
with 
Rij = Hj(I’i) - Hk(rZ1), 
Rbj = Hj(I’6) - Ho(I’i) -I- v”(Hj(I$) - Hk(I’$)), 
and one can verify that 
Rie=-D”R-R@dt, 
in other words, VX, Y, 2 E s(n): 




For the commutator of two L-derivations we have (as a result of (41)) the usual for- 
mula: 
[iL, &] = ii& - (-l)(~-l)(‘“-‘)i;,t. (56) 
An unusual feature’is that the commutator of two dy-derivations is not of type dy. In 
fact, if Dr and 02 are two such derivations, of degree r1 and r2 respectively, it follows 
from the Jacobi identity that 
[[Or, D2],dV] = -2(-l)r’+r2dt A [D,, D2], (57) 
which violates the property (14) of a dy-d erivation. In any event, since the commutator 
certainly vanishes on basic functions and on basic vector fields, we have a decomposition 
as in Proposition 2.4. The resulting relation reads as follows: for L E ve(r), M E 
VV), 
[d;,db] = -(-l)‘+“i,,,lEfllv t di,Mlv. (58) 
The dl-part in (58) must be seen as defining the bracket [L,M],. The G-part subse- 
quently follows from using the same procedure as the one which identified the tensor 
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field P above. To find the explicit meaning of the vertical bracket thus defined, it suf- 
fices to apply (58) to fibre linear functions c% = &o with a E A’(DV, x M) and to make 
use of the property (40). One obtains: 
[L,M]” = dpT - (-1pdg. (q59) 
It would seem natural to have a similar relation applying also to arbitrary vector-valued 
forms. There will be ground for imposing this as an extension of the vertical bracket 
after what follows. 
Consider the commutator of an i, and a dy-derivation, which again decomposes 
as described by Proposition 2.4. The &‘-part is easy to identify from the action on 
functions 13. We thus have, for L E V!(r), M E vTn(n): 
for some A. The identification of A, which does not belong to v(r), is a rather tedious 
matter and will therefore not be described. One obtains that A = (-l)m[L,M],, 
provided we define this bracket by the right-hand side of (59), with L replacing L. If 
we next enlarge the setting by considering an M E V(r), M = M + MO @ T say, it is 
easy to compute the commutator [in, dLOBT ] with the aid of (42) and (56). Recollecting 
terms, one again can express the result in the form 
provided the definition of the vertical bracket is further extended in the way indicated 
by (59). The nice feature about this end result is that it is formally identical to the 
situation in the calculus along r : TM -+ M (see [lo]). Beware, however, that the 
right-hand side of (60) is not a decomposition in the strict sense of Theorems 3.2 or 
4.1, because part of the second term will be of type i,, when ELM does not belong to 
V(n). 
The computation of the commutator [dL,dh] for general L, M E V(n) is not a very 
thrilling story. We limit ourselves to the remark that the vector-valued form which 
determines its dy-part is given by d:H - (-l)e”‘cli,L. 
Concerning the commutator of in and d;,, one easily identifies, using (41), that the 
term of type df is dcM and subsequently can verify that the remaining part is of type 
i,. By analogy with (60), it makes sense to use this .i,-part for defining the horizonta,l 
bracket [L; Ml,, i.e. we set 
[k, d;l = ( --l)m$L,M]H t d$M- (f-31) 
An explicit formula like (59) is not available for the horizontal bracket. The best 
approximation of such a formula is the following coordinate expression. Writing L and 
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M in their canonical decomposition (2) with for example z = Li @ (il/6’qi), we have 
+ (d;M' - (-l)‘“d;L’) @ T. (62) 
Since we have already introduced vertical and horizontal brackets, at least for vector 
fields, when discussing self-dual derivations of Lie-derivative type in the previous sec- 
tion, we have a question of consistency to verify. To that end, observe first that when 
M in (60) or (61) is taken to be a vector field X, the right-hand side reduces to the 
i,-part. On the other hand, if dl and di are viewed as derivations of scalar forms and 
then extended to corresponding Lie derivatives by duality, we have the property (33). 
It follows that 
Jw = 1x7 Ll", PC; L = [X, LIH, (63) 
and the subcase where L is also a vector field is indeed consistent with earlier consid- 
erations. 
There is an interesting way now of reinterpreting the result T = dHZ (cf. (48)). We 
have, using (61), 
T(X,Y) = iyiXdHI = iyd;l - d;X 
= d;Y - [X,Y], - d;X 
= DZY - DyHX - [X, Y],. 
(64) 
This confirms, as was announced in the previous section, that T relates to the ‘horizontal 
torsion’. 
That there is no ‘vertical torsion’ follows in the same way from d”I = 0, or from the 
explicit formula (59) which for vector fields can be written in the form 
[X,Y]” = DD4;Y - z&K (65) 
To finish this section we want to arrive at the commutator relations of the important 
vertical and horizontal covariant derivatives. There are several ways of computing these; 
we choose to give first some information on commutators of (1% and d?-type derivations. 
From the Jacobi identity for ix, d” and d” one easily obtains that 
[d;;,d”] = (X,dt)d” - dt A d;. 
The Jacobi identity for di, iy and d” subsequently gives, with the aid of (60): 
[d;, d;] = db,,]” + (X, dt) d; - (Y, dt) d; - dt A i[x,ylv. (66) 
There are, .however, several terms of type i, hidden in the right-hand side of (66). In 
fact, following a remark made before, the dy-part is determined by d5Y - d;X, which -- 
is the same as [X,Y], in view of (37). Recalling the definition of ‘01, which is an 
extension by duality of the action of dl on vector fields, there are two observations 
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which are important now. First of all, the extension by duality of a commutator is the 
commutator of the extensions. Secondly, for extensions in this direction, terms of type 
i, clearly do not matter, since they vanish on vector fields. As a result, we conclude 
that 
(67) 
For the computation of [ds, ~$1 and [di, d;], we can fully rely on the corresponding 
calculations in [lo]. Indeed, the results in [lo] were essentially obtained from the Jacobi 
identity and relations like (59), (60) and (Gl), which are formally identical to the 
corresponding ones in (lo]. The only difference which may and will occur is that the 
tensor field which determines the a,-part in each result is expected to pick up extra 
terms in coordinates. Leaving this apart, the formulas for [d;, $1 and [di, ~$1 are the 
same as (15) and (18) in [lo]. In th e p recess of extension by duality from vector fields 
to forms, derivations of type a, create a corresponding derivation of type i,. As in [IO], 
we denote the resulting self-dual derivation by PA, where 
PA =UA-iAt A E V’(R). (6%) 
This way we arrive at the following important commutator relations: 
P% WI = q,yl, + q,,q + PRk(X,Y)> (6!3) 
P); 7 VI = q&y - qp + PO(X,Y)* ( 70) 
The last one can be interpreted as defining the tensor field 0, which is a type (0,2) 
tensor field along r, taking values in V’(n). The coordinate expression of 19 is found to 
(71) 
Although, in comparison with the autonomous case, there is indeed an extra term in 
the expression for 8, it has no effect on the following interesting property which follows 
from exactly the same calculation as in [lo]: 
qx, Y) - e(Y, X) = -D”T(X, Y). (72) 
This shows that 0 is symmetric for a torsionless connec.tion, i.e. a connection generated 
by a SODE (see later). 
6. Lifts and prolongations 
The introduction of a connection has provided us with a horizontal lift operator 
from X(K) to X(JR x TM), which together with the natural vertical lift gives rise to 
a decomposition of vector fields on R x TM in two parts. Specifically, every 2 E 
X(R x TM) can be written in the form 
z=x”t~“, x E S(K), F E X(K). (73) 
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Indeed, if 2 is given, X is pointwise defined by X = 1r,2 and the vertical vector field 
2 - XH then uniquely corresponds to a vector field Y E X(n). 
Vector fields on lR x TM of course have 2~1 + 1 components and, in the present 
context, are most appropriately expressed with respect to the local basis {TH, H;, V; = 
a/&~~). This may suggest that a decomposition of 2 should contain three parts. It turns 
out, however, that the two-fold decomposition is most convenient and economical for 
discussing a number of general features. A corresponding three-fold decomposition can 
easily be obtained afterwards, if desired. For example, it suffices to consider the natural 
decomposition of X in the form (2), to obtain for 2 itself a formula like 
2 = XH + Y” + (X,dt)TH. (74) 
This is of course related to the decomposition (22) of the horizontal projector. 
Important for later calculations are the Lie brackets of horizontal and vertical lifts. 
Knowing that on functions F, we have X”(F) = V); F and XH( F) = V$ F, it imme- 
diately follows from (67) (69) and (70) that: 
[XV, Y”1 = (~w,m”, (75) 
[XH,YV] = (D;Y)” - (DFX)“, (76) 
iXHyyH] = ([x,y],)H + (R(X,Y))V* (77) 
A dual basis for expressing l-forms on JR x TM is given by {dt, 8”, vi}, where 
qi = dv” + ri dq” + I’; dt. 
There are corresponding lift operators for l-forms along w. For (Y E A’(r), we define 
CP, (Yv E A1(IR x TM) as follows, taking into account that vector fields on IR x TM 
decompose. as in (73): 
crH(XH) = o(X), aH(XV) = 0, (78) 
crV(XH) = 0, a”(P) = o(X). (79) 
It is clear that crH corresponds to a kind of pull back operation and that, referring to the 
decomposition (11) of A(n), we have (Y” = 6”. Every p E A’(R x TM) can uniquely 
be written in the form 
P=cP+fi”, (80) 
where fi is the semi-basic form S(p), regarded as form along K, and Q likewise is the 
semi-basic form p - p”. As in (91, we have the property 
dF = (dHF)H + (d”F)“. (81) 
The construction of various lifts of type (1,l) tensor fields along r follows the same 
pattern. For any U E V’(T), we define UH and II” by: 
UH(XH) = U(X)“, U”(X”) = U(X)“, (82) 
UV(XH) = U(X)“, U”(X”) = 0. (83) 
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If U, in coordinates, is given by 
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we have 
UH = u;(ej @ Hi + $ @ c) + ui dt @ H; + uk 0” @ TH + ~0 dt @ TH, 
u” =ZL)eG5j2V,+7Lidt@L$. 
Having in mind the way the (27~ + 1) x (2n + 1) coefficient matrix of a (1, 1) tensor on 
R x TM can be separated into four blocks, it is further useful to consider the following 
lifts: 
UHiH(XH) = IJ(X)H, U”‘“(X”) = 0, 
UH’“(XH) = U(X)“, IJH;“(xv) = 0, 
u”;“(x”) = 0, u”;“(r) = U(lQH, 
uv;“(xH) = 0, U”‘“(X”) = fqX)“. 
We have U” = UH;” and UH = UH;H+lJV;V. Note that the blocks involving a horizonta,l 
lift can be further separated into subblocks, in accordance with the earlier discussion 
of a three-fold splitting of vector fields on IR x TM (see (74)). 
All interesting tensor fields on IR x TM come from simple tensor fields along r. For 
example, we have 
S = I”, IB~TM = IH, PH = IHBH, Pv = I”,“. 
Also, putting 
J = IH;” _ I”;H = ei @ v; _ 7j @ Hi, (84) 
we obtain a tensor field which is close to an almost complex structure, because 
.J2 = -IR~TM + dt @ TH. (85) 
Important constructions for the study of Lagrangian systems are the Sasaki and Iitilder 
lift of a 
duction 
form 
symmetric type (0,2) tensor field g along 71. It suffices to restrict the intro- 
of these concepts to symmetric g which have a coordinate expression of thrl 
In view of the symmetry, such tensor fields can be characterized by the requirement, 
TJg= g(T, -) = 0. 
Definition 6.1. The Sasaki lift gs of g is the symmetric type (0,2) tensor field on 
R x TM, determined by 
gS(XH, Y”) = gS(XV, Y”) = g(X, Y), 
gS(XV, Y”) = 0, vx, Y E X(x). 
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Definition 6.2. The Kihler lift g” of g is the 2-form on llr~ x TM, determined by 
gK(XH, Y”) = g”(XV, Y”) = 0, 
g”(XV, Y”) = g(X,Y) = -gK(XH, Y”). 
In view of the form of g, it is clear that the arguments in both definitions can in fact 
be restricted to lifts of elements of x(r). We have the properties 
LP(J-5, JZ2) = SW 7 Zz), 
f(Zl, 22) = sS(& 7 JZZ), V&) 22 E X(lR x TM), 
g”(J-% 7 JZ2) = SW1 9 22). 
In coordinates, 
gs = g;jp* @ 8j + ?j @ qj), lJK = gij+ A 0”. 
We finally pay some attention to prolongations. The concept of prolongation of a vector 
field or “generalized vector field” is rather well known (see for example [16] or [la]). 
If X is an element of X(B), its prolongation X1 is a vector field along the projection 
K2,l : J2(mq + J’(R) M). We give a definition of X1 here, which is perhaps not the 
most purely geometrical one, but turns out to be handy for obtaining certain properties 
and introducing prolongations of other objects. 
Recall first the standard definition of prolongation of a basic function f E Cm(IW x 
M). For an arbitrary section cr of Iw x M -+ R, whose first jet j:cr is a representation 
of a generic point in Iw x TM, one defines 
Similarly, for F E CW(IR x TM), F’ E C”(R x T2M) is defined by 
Fl(jfa) = $(F 0 j’o) . 
s=t 
In coordinates (t, q, v) on R x TM and (1, q, ZI, u) on IR x T2M, we have 
We have the property: VF,G E C”(R x TM), 
(FG)’ = (x;,~F)GI t F’(r;,,G). (86) 
For X E X(K), in a way similar to the construction in [9], X1 E X(7r2,1) can be 
determined by the requirement: Vf E P(IR x M), 
XV’) = X(f)’ - (X, W(~;,,f’). (87) 
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Writing X for example in the form X = X”T + Xi(o/aqi), we have 
where X’ = T’(Xi). 
The action of the tensor field 5’ ( see (4)) extends to ,Y(nz,r) by the pointwise con- 
struction: S(Y)(u) = S,,,,(,) (Y(u)). One can then prove the following interesting prop- 
erty (using (87)): 
(FX)’ = M,* F)X’ + F’S(X’). (88) 
The prolongation of differential forms amounts essentially to a kind of “total time deriv- 
ative” operation. We limit ourselves to l-forms CI E I\‘(K), for which the prolongation 
o? can be introduced, thanks to the definition (87), by duality as follows: VX E A’(T), 
J(X’) = a(X)l - (X,dt)‘(a;,,Cq. (89) 
If (Y is written in the form (cf. (11)) (Y = 15 dt -I- CY;&, we have 
o1 = B dt + bidi + 0.;8iy ji = dv’ - ai dt. 
Similar definitions can be given for general scalar or vector-valued forms along r. in 
the latter situation, one needs in addition the notion of vertical lift: for L E V’(n), 
L” E V’(lR x TM) is defined by, 
L”(Zr,... ) Zf) = L(a*.zy . . . ,?r*Zq)“. 
To fix the idea, the prolongation of a type (1,l) tensor field lJ now can be defined 
as follows: 
U’(X’) = U(X)’ - (X,dt)’ U(T)” o x2,1, (90) 
and for a U of the form a @I X, we have the property 
(a C3 X)’ = n;,r a@x’+o’&s(X’). (91) 
Our interest in prolongations in this context comes from the fact that they give rise to 
another lift operation from objects along x to objects on R x TM, whenever we have a 
second-order system I’ at our disposal. Indeed, regarding a SODE as a section y of the 
bundle x2,1, we can define maps Ir : /j(r) + /j(RxTM) and Jr : V(n) --+ V(RxTM) 
by: 
Ir:wt-+w’oy, Jr: LH L’oy, 
except for the functions F E Cm(IR xTM), for which lr is taken to be the identity map. 
From the defining relations (87),(89),(90) and property (88), we immediately obtain 
the following properties: 
Jr(FX) = FJrX + r(F)X”, (92) 
(JrX, Ip) = Cr(X, a) - &Lr(X, dt), (931 
JrU(JrX) = Jr(U(X)) - Lr(X,dt)U(T)“. ( 94 
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It can be proved as in [9], or from a coordinate calculation, that the image sets A’,- = 
&(X(T)) and + = ~+J’(T)) are exactly the sets introduced in [15] for describing 
symmetries and adjoint symmetries of a SODE. In other words, they are characterized 
by, 
x, = (2 E X(Iw x TM) 1 s([r,z]) = O} ) 
x; = {a E /y(nR x TM) 1 C&s(cr)) = cl - (r&x) tit}. 
Having at last brought a SODE r into the picture, we are now ready to discuss the 
important extra features of the case where the connection is coming from a SODE. 
7. The case of a connection associated to second-order dynamics 
Let us present in some detail how the connection associated to a SODE r can be 
conceived. In the spirit of the general concept of connection, referred to at the beginning 
of Section 3, we are looking for a map [ : A*(T(W x M)) -+ T(E4 x TM), linear in its 
vector argument, such that j o 5 is the identity map. Taking an arbitrary z E n*(T(IW x 
M)), formally represented in the form (t, q,~, ,uJ(~,~)) with r~(~,~) E 7’tt,,)(Iw x M), we can 
choose any, basic vector field X E J’(Iw x h/l) with the property X(&q) = w(~,~), and 
define t(z) to be the value at (t, y, V) of the following vector field: 
XH = ; (Xl + [Xv, r] + (x, dt)r) . (95) 
It is straightforward to verify, for example by a coordinate calculation, that this con- 
struction matches all requirements. The horizontal lift is subsequently extended to 
vector fields along rr by imposing linearity over CM(Iw x TM). We can in fact arrive at 
an explicit formula for this extended definition as follows. If X is a basic vector field 
and F a function on IF!? x TM, FX’ is a vector field on II8 x TM while (FX)’ is a vector 
field along x2,1. It follows from the property (88) that we can write 
FX’ = (FX)’ oy - (F’ oy)XV, 
where y is any section of KZ,~. Choosing, in particular, y to be the section associated to 
I, we can use this in the right-hand side of (95) t 0 write down a formula for (FX)H, 
which then automatically applies to all Y E A’(r) and reads as follows 
Y H = 3 (Jr-Y + [Y”, r] + (y, dt)r) . (96) 
It is clear from the definition of Jr that JrT = r. Since TV = 0, we obtain the 
interesting conclusion that I is horizontal: 
TH = r. (97) 
Recall that the tensor field CrS on Iw x TM has the following properties (see e.g. [3]): 
CrS(Y”) = Y”, CrS(H;) = -H;, CrS(I’) = 0. Using the by now familiar represen- 
tation of a general Y E A’(r) in the form Y = Y” T + yi(8/i3yi), it is then trivial to 
verify that the projections PH and Pv are given by 
PH = $(&TM - CrS + dt @ I), (98) 
Pv = +(hxTM t I&S - dt @ I’). (99) 
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Denoting the right-hand sides of the given second-order equations by f’(t, y, 71). the 
connection coefficients are found to be 
(100) 
Before proceeding, it is worth repeating the difference between “weak” and “strong” 
horizontal lifts referred to before, because the distinction between the two, in the 
present context, is merely a matter of a different sign in one of the terms. Indeed, the 
projection PH in (22) is now defined by 
Pg = +(&TM - JCrS - dt @ I?) 
and correspondingly, the strong horizontal lift of a vector field along K could be defined 
as: 
x” = ; (J~X + [xv, r] - (x,dtjr) = P. 
_4gain, whenever there is need to, it is a simple ma,tter to pass to a three-fold decompo- 
sition of vector fields as in (74), but most of the subsequent results in this section beam 
great ressemblance to the time-independent framework when we stick to the two-fold 
decomposition, with the horizontal lift (96). 
Proposition 7.1. The connection associated to r is tora,sion-free. Conversely, every 
connection with zero torsion comes from a SODE. 
Proof. With connection coefficients of the form (loo), it is a matter of direct verifica- 
tion that the components of the torsion T (see (44)) are identically zero. Conversely, 
assuming T = 0, we have I’& - I’& = 0, which implies that ri = -$,( 8gi/&?) for some 
functions gi. The second term in (44) subsequently tells us that trJr:+gi+I$ = -Il.;(t, (I) 
for some basic functions hi. Setting fi = gi + Iii, we get expressions of the form (100) 
for the connection coefficients, which means that the connection is indeed generated 
by the SODE corresponding to the functions f”. 0 
With the aid of r, we have at least two operations at our disposal for constructing 
tensor fields on R x TM: the first one is the lift Jr (or jr), the second one is the 
process of Lie derivation with respect to I? of previously obtained objects. As in [lo], 
we will discover new important concepts for the calculus along T by looking at the 
decomposition into horizontal and vertical parts of the results of these operations. 
From the construction of JrX, it is obvious that n,(.JrX) = X, which means that 
.YH is the horizontal part of JrX. Its vertical part relates to an element of S(r) or can 
uniquely be associated to an element of ,I’( r), if we add a prescription for fixing the 
component along T. The resulting new element of S(n) originates in any event from 
some operation on the original X; we denote it by V.Y. 
Definition 7.2. For X E (I’(K), VX E s(n) is uniquely defined by 
JrX = XH + (VX)“, ivxdt = l?(ixdt). (101) 
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Note the similarity here with the way we fixed dHX by (26),(27). 
For the particular case of T, it follows from (97) and r(iTdt) = 0 that 
VT=O. ( 102) 
Consider similarly the decomposition of a l-form 1rc.r according to (80). Looking at the 
coordinate expression of cy’, it is clear that the vertical part of Ircr can be written as 
cy”. The horizontal part then uniquely determines another l-form along x. 
Definition 7.3. For B E A’(X), Va E A’(r) is defined by 
Irck! = (Vcq + a”. ( 103) 
Proposition 7.4. Defining the action of V on functions to be V F = f(F), V is a self- 
dual derivation of degree 0 of V(n), which WC call the dynamical covariant derivative 
associated to I’. 
Proof. From the defining relations (lOl), it is easy to show with the aid of (92) that 
V(FX) = F(VX) + I’(F)X. H ence, putting VF = I’(F), the operator V becomes a 
degree zero derivation of X(x). Next, using the property (93) on the one hand and the 
decompositions of JrX, Ira in conjunction with the definitions (78), (79) on the other 
hand, we obtain the following two expressions, 
(JrX,Ip) = Cr(X,cr) - &ir(X,dt) = (X,Va) + (OX - (VX,dt)T,a), 
which show that 
(X,Va) + (V&a) = V((X,a)). 
In agreement with (31), we conclude that V is self-dual. 0 
For practical calculations, we have to know, apart from (102) that 
It is further important to remember that the action of V, as is true for every self-dual 
derivation, extends to tensor fields along n of any type. For example, if U E V’(r) is 
of the form U = U: 0j @ (a/E@), we have 
vu = (r(~j) + r&S - &r,“) ej 8 -5 w 
It is of interest to have a look also at the decomposition of JrU for a general U E V’(n). 
Since a local basis of vector fields on R x TM can be constructed (away from the zero 
section over R x M) out of elements of the set ,Yr, it is sufficient to evaluate JpY on 
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JrX. Using first (94) and (101) and subsequently (82) a.nd (83), we obtain 
&U&X) = U(X)” + (VU(X) + QVX))” - Cr(X,dt) U(T)” 
= U”(X”) + (Vu)V(XH) + Ci(ox)” 
= U”(X” + (VX)“) + (VU)“(XH) 
= (U” + (VU)“)(JrX), 
so that 
JrU = UH + (VU)“. 
We now turn to the decomposition of Lr-derivatives. 
Proposition 7.5. For all X E A’(a), we haw: 
1. LrX” = -X” + (VX)” 
2. There exists a tensor field 4) E V’(n), which is determined by 




Proof. We know that Jr-X, as an element of CU,, is characterized by the condition 
S(h(JrX)) = 0, or equivalently &-(S(JrX)) = &rS(JrX). Applying CrS to this 
relation and using the well-known property 
(LrS)2 = ZE~TM - dt @ r 
together with the decomposition of JrX, we obtain 
(108) 
LrS(CrX”) = XH + (VX)” - (X,dt)l? = X” + (OX)“. 
Applying CrS again, knowing that CrS( H;) = -Hi, LrS(Y”) = Yv for any Y and 
(LrX”,dt) = 0, the first property follows. Observe next that LrXV = Lr(S(XH)) := 
CrS(XH) + S(CrXH) = -XH + S(CrXH). C 0111 raring 1 with (lOS), it follows that 
S(LrXH) = S(VXH). Moreover, (fIrX*, dt) = l?(X, dt) = (VXH, dt) from the second 
part of (101). We thus see that (VX) H is the horizontal part of LrXH. Its vertical part 
defines an element of X(n), which must come from some operation @ on X. Computing 
Lr(FXH), it is easily seen that Cp is a Cm(R x TM)-linear map and we can ensure that 
it takes values in X(n) by imposing the additional prescription (Q(X),dt) = 0 for all 
X. The second statement now follows. Cl 
Definition 7.6. The tensor field @ E V*(R), defined by (107), is called the Jacobi 
endomorphism associated to r. 
Remark. Exactly as in [lo], one can verify by duality that for any cy E A’(r): 
CrCrH = a” + (V& Cro” = (Vo)” - (@(o))H. (lO!>) 
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In the same way, using the results of Proposition 7.5, we can obtain 
the ,Cr-derivative of the various lifts of a type (1, I) tensor field II 
ourselves to listing the following two results: 
LCrUH = (VU)H + [a, U]” - (U(dt) 8 T)H’H, 
CrUV = (VU)H;V - CJHiH + U”;” + (U(dt) @ T)H’H. 
decompositions of 
along n. We limit 
(110) 
(111) 
Applying (107) to the case X = T and using (97) and (102), one sees that Q(T) = 0. To 
obtain a coordinate expression for the important tensor @, it then suffices to compute 
Lr(a/r3#)“. The result reads, 
Compared to the autonomous case (see Proposition 7.5 in [lo]), the dynamical covari- 
ant derivative has a very simple decomposition now and the Jacobi endomorphism is 
directly a curvature component. As a matter of fact, we have 
v = v$, (113) 
@ = iTR. (114) 
Both properties are simultaneously obtained from (107) if we recall that I = TH and 
use (77) for computing [TH, X”]. We find 
(VX)H + @(X>” = (IT, Xl,)” + (R(T, X))“. 
The conclusion (114) follows from the fact that both Cp and ~TR take values in X(r). 
The first property is a consequence of the relatiou (64), taking into account that the 
torsion is zero and that D$T = 0 (see (36)). N o e in passing that as a result of the t 
vanishing torsion and the property dHT = 0, (32) shows that 
V = D$ = Lt = d& (115) 
Proposition 7.7. The exterior derivatives of the Jacobi endornorphisrn are related to 
the curvature of the connection in the following way 
dVcP+2dtM=3R, dH@ = VR. (116) 
Proof. As an auxiliary property, note first that from (32) applied to the vertical 
exterior derivative, and knowing that V$ = 0, we find 
d; = id”T = iy = in - dt A iT. (117) 
Since the torsion is zero, the Bianchi identities (50) and (51) simplify to dHR = 0 and 
d”R + dt A R = 0. We thus get, making use also of (114) and (115): 
d”9 = d”iTR = d$R - iTd”R 
= iIR - dt A 4 + iT(dt A R) 
= 2R-dtAQ+R-dtA@, 
dH@ = dHiTR = d$R = VR, 
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from which the statements (116) follow. Cl 
A decomposition such as (11) f or scalar forms of course also applies to vector-valued 
forms. In the case of the curvature tensor we know by (114) that fi = Q, i.e. we can 
write R in the form 
R=&dtr\@. (118) 
It is of interest for applications to see what the properties (116) imply for the essential 
part fi of the curvature. From (9) we have d”cP = dr@ + dt A iI9 = d”Q + dt A @. 
Similarly, from (23) and (115) we find: dH@ = dy@ + dt A VCP = d;cP + b(dt A a). 
Comparison with (116) reveals that 
(119) 
which are direct analogues of the results for the autonomous theory. 
We close this section with some interesting commutators involving the dynamical 
covariant derivative. From the Jacobi identity applied to iT, dH and d”, knowing that 
dH and d” commute because we have zero torsion, it follows that 
[d$,d”] = -[d$,dH] = -[if,dH] = -dr. 
Moreover, with the decomposition (9) of d” in mind, it is clear that [dt A il, V] q = 
dt A [ir, V] = 0. We thus conclude that 
[V, d”] = [V,d;] = -d;. (120) 
The commutator of V and dH is more involved and so we omit it. Of more importance for 
applications are the commutators of general vertical and horizontal covariant derivatives 
with the dynamical covariant derivative. They are easy to calculate from the general 
commutators (69) and (70) b ecause V is itself a horizontal covariant derivative. To 
simplify the resulting expressions, it wili be useful to express exterior derivatives of a 
general U E V1 (r) in terms of covariant derivatives. We have, 
d”U(X,Y) = i,yd”U(Y) = ((dl - d”ix)U)(Y) 
= QqY) t ( b2t WY> - WWX )I, 
from which it follows that 
d”U(X,Y) = (D$!I)(Y) - (D;U)(X). (121) 
In deriving this result we have made use of (32) and the fact that there is no “vertical 
torsion”. In the present case of a connection associated to a SODE, there is also no 
“horizontal torsion”, so that in a similar way: 
dW(X,Y) = (D;U)(Y) - (D;U)(X). (122) 
Consider now the commutator (70) for the case that Y = T. As a preliminary remark, it 
is clear from (70) that B(T, T) = 0, which means that the tensor 8 can never have terms 
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involving dt 8 dt. In the case of zero torsion, we know from (72) that e is symmetric, 
which then implies that it cannot have terms involving a single dt either and thus that 
also e(X,T) = 0. In fact it is easy to verify that the second term in the coordinate 
expression (71) vanishes identically when the connection coefficients are of the form 
(100). Making further use of the property D);T = x (see (35)), we conclude that 
[z&V] = D; - D& = 2); - Dq;x - (X,&)V. (123) 
Consider next the commutator (69) for Y = T. For the first term, note that [X, T], = 
ZJZT - D$X = -VX. In the second term, we recognize that R(X,T) = -Q(X) be- 
cause of (114). C oncerning the third term, we make the following computation, in which 
we take advantage of the relations (55), (114), (121), (116) and (118): for arbitrary 
2 E X(n), 
Rie(X,T)Z = -(DgR)(X,T) + (.Z,dt)@(X) 
= -D;(R(X,T)) + R(D;X,T) + R(X,Z) t (Z,dt)@(X) 
= D;(@(X)) - 9(D;X) + R(X, 2) + ‘L(Z, dt)@(X) 
= (D@)(Z) - d”@(X,Z) $ R(X,Z) + 2(.Z,dt)(s(X) 
= (D;@)(Z) - 211(X, 2) + 2(dt A @)(X, 2) + 2(2, d+%(X) 
= (D;@)(Z) - 2&(X, 2) + 2(2, d+@(X). 
Collecting results, we conclude that 
8. Applications and comments 
At this stage, the reader will not dispute that developing the “calculus along r” 
has led to . . . a large number of formulas. So what may be the purpose of this game? 
The applications we will discuss in this section are in a way merely reformulations 
of known results in the present language. Yet, they will be sufficient to underscore 
the main general advantage of this new approach: it provides the most economical 
formulation of properties and problems, staying as closely as possible to the analytical 
equations which in the end will have to be tackled and yet giving them a coordinate 
free, geometrical meaning. Needless to say, we are convinced that this new formulation 
will lead to a better understanding and truly new results. As a matter of fact, a couple 
of quite &-trivial applications have already been worked out, but they require the 
space of a full-scale paper and so cannot be discussed within the scope of the present 
general theory. 
As is well known, a dynamical symmetry of a second-order system l? is a vector field 
2 on Iw x TM, satisfying CrZ = h r for some function h. If we write 2 locally in the 
form 2 = rf + pi(i3/i3qi) + vi(i3/lhi), the symmetry requirement in principle gives 
rise to three conditions, but from a computational point of view, if one has to set up 
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determining equations for finding dynamical symmetries, there is only one system of 
second-order partial differential equations that matters. To be precise, one of the three 
conditions will merely fix h in terms of 7, another one will tell us that vi must be l?(pi), 
which is just the analytical content of saying that 2 = JrX for some X E ,Y(K), and 
with this information the last condition will give rise to the equations 
r2(pi) - af” afi g-pLj) - QIJ = 0. (125) 
It is exactly this set of equations which appears in a coordinate free way in the descrip 
tion of symmetries in our new calculus. 
Proposition 8.1. For x E X(K), JrX is a dynamical symmetry of r if and only if 
v2x + cp(X) = 0. (126 
Proof. Using the decomposition (101) and the results of Proposition 7.5, we have 
Cr(JrX) = (VX)H + (Q(X))” - (VQH + (V’X)” 
= (v2X + qX))” + (r(x,dt))r, 
from which the result immediately follows. Cl 
Not surprisingly, one can make similar observations for the dual notion of adjoint 
symmetries. As discussed in [15], adjoint symmetries of I’ essentially are l-forms on 
R x TM of type lya, which under the action of the tensor CrS become invariant. In 
coordinates, the determining equations for adjoint symmetries are second-order partial 
differential equations for the leading coefficients, which are exactly the adjoints of the 
linear equations (125). Th eir coordinate free representation is given by the following 
result. 
Proposition 8.2. For CI E /j’(n), Ir CY is an adjoint symmetry of r if and only <f 
(with cy = Cr + &dt), 
V2G + qq = 0. (127) 
Proof. We have made use before of the following properties of the tensor field LrS on 
IR x TM : LrS(X”) = Xv, LrS(XH) = -x” = -XH+ (X,dt)I’. Using the definitions 
(78) and (79) of the horizontal and vertical lifts of a l-form, it is an easy matter to 
obtain the following dual properties: 
&!?(a”) = c!” = &“, LrS(G) = -6”. 
We now want to express that CrS(lra) must be invariant. Using the decomposition 
(103) of Ira and the decompositions (109) of Cr-derivatives, one arrives at: 
Lr(LrS(lra)) = -(V’& + q(C))“, 
from which the desired characterization directly follows. Cl 
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An interesting subclass of adjoint symmetries, as discussed in [15], consist of those 
which identify a potential Lagrangian for r. We rederive this result to illustrate that 
it can be detected directly within the present framework. Note also that despite the 
presence of extra time-components in many formulas, the following results look formally 
identical to the corresponding ones of the autonomous calculus in [lo]. 
Proposition 8.3. A regular L E Cm(IR x TM) is a Lugrangian for r if and only if 
V~L = dHL, where BL = dVL+ Ldt. (128) 
Proof. From [15], we know that Lagrangians correspond to exact l-forms in the set 
Xc, i.e. L is a Lagrangian, provided we have 
,$(S(dL)) = dL - r(L) dt. 
Observe first that for a general cr E A’(X), we have S’(aH) = 0 and S((r’) = GH. 
Applied to the case of dL = (dVL)V + (dHL)H, knowing that (T,dVL) = 0, we get 
S(dL) = (dV L)H. Using (log), the above criterion then easily translates to the desired 
result. q 
The l-form BL, regarded as semi-basic form on iw x TM is of course the familiar 
Poincar&Cartan l-form. In the next result, we transfer the denomination “adjoint 
symmetry” to elements of A’(r) which satisfy the condition (127) (a similar convention 
can be adopted for symmetries). 
Proposition 8.4. If a a’s an adjoint symmetry of r, which can be written as dV F for 
some function F, the function L = I?(F) (p rovided it is regular) is a Lagrangianfor r. 
Conversely, every Lagrangian of the form r(F) determines an adjoint symmetry. 
Proof. Making use of the commutator (120), we ha,ve 
(V2 + @)(dVF) = V(dVVF - dHF + d,H,,,F) + d;F 
= V(dVVF + (VF)dt) - VdHF + d;F. 
From the Jacobi identity applied to in, dH and dH, we have [V, dH] = -$[[dH, dH], in]. 
Restricting this property to the action on functions F, it follows from (52) and (56) 
that 
[V,dH](F) = -[dL,iT](F) = iTiRdVF = i;,&‘F = d:F. 
As a result, we get 
(V2 t @)(d”F) = V(dVVF + (VF)dt) - dHVF, 
and the conclusion follows from the two previous propositions. Cl 
We conclude with the most economical formulation of the so-called Helmholtz con- 
ditions concerning the inverse problem of Lagrangian mechanics. A geometrical version 
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of these conditions, for time-dependent systems, was given e.g. in [3]. It involves c.ondi- 
tions on a 2-form on the (27~ + 1)-dimensional space R x Th4, which in the end is going 
to be the Cartan 2-form dOL. When expressed in terms of the local basis {dt,Oi,qi} 
of l-forms, however, dOL is actually fully determined by a symmetric (7~ x n)-matrix 
gij (the Hessian of the Lagrangian). From an analytical point of view, the inverse 
problem concerns the search for a multiplier matrix gij which will turn the given equa- 
tions qj = ,fj into Euler-Lagrange equations. A concise analytical formulation of the 
Helmholtz conditions in this n-dimensional setting can be found e.g. in [13]. The the- 
orem below gives precisely a coordinate free version of these conditions and the key to 
it is the fact that the Cartan 2-form is really the Kahler lift of a symmetric type (0,2) 
tensor field along ‘IT. 
Theorem 8.5. The SODE lY is (locally) Lagrangiall if and only if there exists a non- 
degenerate symmetric type (0,2) t ensor field g along K, luith the property T J.9 = 0, 
such that: Vg = 0, @ Jg is symmetric, D”glk(,) is symnletric. 
Proof. From the defining relations of the Kghler lift of g (see Definition 6.2) and thr> 
results of Proposition 7.5, one easily obtains the following relations: 
.Crg”(XH, Y”) = g(X,@(Y)) - g@(X), Y), 
&g’i(X”, Y”) = 0, 
&-g”(XH, Y”) = -Vg(X,Y). 
In fact, these relations can be taken over from the autonomous case (see [lo]), since 
they rely on formulas which look almost identical. The only difference is that we have 
x” in the right-hand side of (106) and not XH. But this difference does not matter, 
because T Jg = 0. We conclude that the conditions Vg = 0 and @ Jg symmetric art\ 
equivalent to Crg” = 0. We further have g”‘( Xv, Y") = 0 by definition and irgJi = 0 
from T Jg = 0. The above cited result of Crampin et al [S] thus says that there is only 
one more requirement to be satisfied, whirh here translates to: 
iXHds”(Yv, 2”) = 0, vx, Y, 2 E X(n). 
Since for any vec,tor field Y, we have Y” = y “, all arguments in this condition COI~P 
from elements of It’(r). This entails that further manipula.tions of it follow exactly the 
same pattern as in the autonomous case. We may therefore conclude that this last 
requirement is equivalent to DvgIX(rj being symmetric. 0 
Since at present it is not known what future applications of this new calculus might 
bring, we have tried in this paper to bring together all essential ingredients of the 
theory and have elaborated only on those formulas which are thought to be sufficient15 
relevant. Very likely, a number of applications will only require a limited number o-f 
these formulas. Those involving the different kinds of covariant derivatives and the 
Jacobi endomorphism would seem to be the most important ones. This is at least 
what two extensive applications in progress are indicating. In a recent preprint [4], 
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a true break-through has been achieved in understaudiug iu geometrical terms how 
Douglas has solved the inverse prohlen~ for the case II. = .‘L [(il. This should lead also 
to new results for higher diinensions in the future. Incidentally, the analysis in [4] 
was anticipating on the results for time-dependeii t syslmus of the present paper and, 
in particular, starts from the above characterizatiou of the inverse probleul. This was 
possible because most fornlulas fomally look ith tical to their counterparts for time- 
independent systenls, when the actiou is restricted to vector fields in ,X?(n) (and forms 
of the type ~2 in (1 I)). 
A second highly non-trivial application coucerus the geueralizatiou to title-tlepeectcnt 
systems of the study of secoud-order systems which are tota.lly separable into individua.l 
equations. Experience has showu, iu that prol)lcu~, t1ia.t it is better to do the analysis 
in the more general setup of the first jet extension J’E of au arbitrary film bundle 
E + Iw. In such a framework, we still have coutacl forms 0’ and a canonic.al vector field 
T along r : J’E -+ E at our disposal. Also, the couq~leum ta.ry pa.rt for decomposing 
vector fields along T is well defined. Iudeed, the set #T(r) ~IICII is simply defiucd as 
consisting of those vector fields aloug ?T, whose value is cvcrywhcre vertical over HB. Since 
none of the constructions in the preseut paper was relying on the product structure of 
IIB x A4 or I x TM, we cau clainl that our results are by uo u~eaus resticted to the ca.se 
E = R x M. The separability a.ualysis is in preparation. 
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